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Scp 2718 scp 049

When an SCP has multiple entries, try ordering them in order of importance, if possible. So: The Tale is about SCP —-&gt; SCP appears in this story —&gt; SCP is a strong reference inside a Tale —&gt; SCP is briefly posted on inside The Tale This is not a difficult and fast rule (one is not expected to read every 173 this one to know
where to cut next). It's just a courtesy for readers. When linking strings: A link to a node page or chapter 1 should be sufficient if the SCP in question appears in multiple entries or is central to the series. A link to individual stories in a series should be used in cases where the SCP is directed to one chapter. (For example. SCP-012 is the
primary focus of the canon on Mount Golgotha, so I connected with the canon hub. SCP-339, on the other hand, is shown in the story On Mount Golgoti Impenitent Thief, so I connected this story instead of the whole canon). More SCP: When there is more SCP in a given part, it is OK to include work under each SCP, not just one or two.
Design entries: Entries in fairy tales must be nested under the corresponding scp, on a tier separate from the main points for bullets. Place the space in front of the star to achieve it. The stories should be in triple-a-side. If the url and page title are different, the entry must be the url first, and then the vertical bar followed by the address. For
example: * [[SCP-106]] - Old man * [Young]] The story has a space in front of the star, and is nesting properly. The page title and page url are the same, so the link is good. * [[SCP-359]] - The Hawk * [I-want to-be-the-best| SCPokemon]]] The url and pages are different here. This entry includes a url followed by a vertical line followed by a
page title. Another good connection. Parentheses may be used on individual shows to further lend insight into content (for example (poetry) or (Tale Series). Try highlighting adult content this way: Tale (Adult) [BEGIN RECORDING] There you &lt;microphone tapping=&gt; &lt;chair sliding=&gt;go, ma'am. This interpreter is a new
technology, but it will allow you to forgive the use of the keyboard to create articles. Just speak naturally into the microphone. We can go back and revise all errors when you're done. I don't think so, young man. There won't be time. It must also be a permanent record, access limited to L-3 and upwards. Can you prevent anyone from
interfering with this entry later? Um... Who, ma'am? Everyone and everything. You understand me. If there's ever another article in the database, it's better to be that. Also... I'm not older enough to pick the most appropriate technique for that. If you were to implicated Gepharta, I'd like you to make an executive decision. I'm confident in
your ability. We can't delay. Ok,&lt;/chair&gt; &lt;/microphone&gt;Um, there is a mechanism that you could exploit – it is actually designed to protect against improper data corruption, but it would have the effect you are looking for. If you're sure, ma'am, you could write this part of this article once and cut it into a database. However, this
means that no edits will be possible. If you miss, you're going to have to explain and move on. Very good, do it. Fortunately, I'm a world dictator. For the level of security you have in mind, ma'am, I'm going to borrow your credit card. Thanks. Just a moment, please. Over there. That's over. You've been very helpful. That'il be all. For your
safety, I order you to obtain an amnesty treatment as soon as possible, enough to forget this morning. Do you understand me? I, uh, yes, okay. In a day or two, you'll be under increased interrogation. It'll be easier if you don't remember. Oh. Oh, boy. As a literal thank you for your loyalty, why don't you stick to those credentials? I won't
need them. If you act quickly, you can think of a way to use them well before you cancel and detain you. Y,M-ma'am. Now go. You have a good career ahead of you. We're not going to talk anymore. Thank you, ma'am. Goodbye. The name &lt;door opening=&gt; &lt;door closing=&gt; &lt;extended sigh=&gt; mi is Miriam Prayther. I've been
O5-7 for 77 years. So I will stay for another seven minutes and that is not enough time for me to design the appropriate special containment procedures myself. I'il leave that to you. During my time, I witnessed nineteen separate anomalies for life recovery. The devices and entities responsible have very different forms, but when you look
past science, magic, razzle-blinding: there are basically two broad but simple categories: the first type is replication, being a clone, simulacrum, or another copy is made of the mind and body of the subject as it existed at some point in life. The second row is time. With this approach, the spatial-time paths of the component particle entity
are reversed and events are literally undone until the entity returns to its functional state. These two categories have a key community: a renewed individual has no memory or experience of death. To put it another way: despite 2.4 million years of speculation about hominids, the Foundation's records do not contain reliable firsthand
testimony about what happens to us after death. Of course, we have other sources of information. However, in the light of recent events, I believe that the SKAP, which we have questioned on this subject over the years, has been guilty of ignorance or deception. See, we invented an exception. Six months ago, with the new procedure, we
resurrected Roger Sheldon, formerly O5-11. &lt;/extended&gt;&lt;/door&gt;&lt;/door&gt;the theoretical basis has been in place for some time, but for a litany of reasons: the complexity of the procedure, the required technical skill, the systemic risks, not to mention the enormous costs - only the most direst need a legitimate experiment. At
the age of 73, Roger was the youngest supervisor when he died. He had two habits that were unusual for the O5, which the rest of us tolerated little during that time and now banned. The first was a comprehensive refusal to strengthen (as we call it) – to increase its longevity with the additions available to those at our station. The other
was inspired by an unannounced vacation and a singy soliy. When he had a stroke 18 years ago, he was on a rocky wall above the iguana's sea nesting site on española island. It took 14 years to find his remains. We would not have been looking for so long, but for two reasons: he was holding a certain key with his person – which I will
not say about anymore, except that it should not be allowed to remain lost; And that he had a secret word in his brain that we couldn't replace him without. The alternating rains of the Galapagos and the bright sun (and perhaps the earth) reduced it to a wreck of bone fragments and only a stubborn sinew. The recovery crew used brooms
and bags to collect as much from him as there was left. The artifact was to our relief, but we still faced the wandering task of extracting his shibboleth. With so little original material to work on, none of the time-tested recovery methods was feasible. In return, I'm going to say it, but it's unlikely that any record of our methodology will survive
the previous purge. Sufficie read is that, after collecting his diaspora, we set out to reconstruct the quantum approximation of him - physically, chemically, electrically - with sufficient precision to make his heart blink again, his synapses would shoot, and his mouth would move briefly. As we requested, but one information from him, we
hoped, at best, that he would survive long enough to provide them, and then simply expire again. But, as is so often the case, we have overtaken ourselves. All the king's horses and all the king's men were able to reunite him. Roger was completely reanimiran. He came out of his - smo something - looking slightly younger and healthier
than my recent memories of him. For a while, he ate uncontrollably, not responding to any encouragement, but after about half an hour, his expression suddenly turned completely serene, and he spoke two incomprehensible but apparently joyful words. He was quickly questioned, but he responded to our hearing with monsters,
enthusiasm and senseless relief. We kept him in quarantine for 30 days. He didn't contradict and fully cooperate. He behaved as any of us could in these circumstances, and In the end, after a few light discussions, we unanimously restored it to the Office. We were the ones who would remade him, after all, and wouldn't each of us expect
the same? He rewarded our hubris by continuing his duties with an inspired power that consistently displayed deeper insights and wisdom than ever before. In particular, we welcomed some changes in his habits. As soon as the rest of us allowed it, he first started regular fortification treatments. He appointed prudent staff and bodyguards
who were not far from his person. Empathy for fellow human beings has never been strong, but he has suddenly shown renewed interest in the safety of our retention protocols, the health benefits of foundation employees and the deeply distasteful sacrifice of Class D. In these circumstances, none of this has seemed to us particularly
alarming behaviour. But you should. He kept guts out of all of us. Initially. Of course, at the initial interrogation, we asked him if he had any post-mortem experience or memory. He claimed he had no recollection of anything - just like everyone always does - and completely beat our polygraphs. He came to me two months ago. He asked if,
in his absence, we had got parts - which we wouldn't have to go to , that it wasn't our artistic expression that could sustain life indefinitely. Although longevity is within our power, it may surprise you when you find out that immortality is not; and our best theorists have recently assured that it will never be touchable. The resurrections that
can be achieved, including his, cannot be repeated more than once or twice. Sapient life is necessarily intertwined with quantum uncertainty. Localize the fragment with perfect accuracy, and it catch up with the infinitely uncertain momentum lost in an instant. Only so, the longer, and the more close consciousness is tied to a particular
vessel, the more likely it will be scattered irreparably on its own. Regardless of science, magic or razzle-dazzle: you, your children and your great-great-grandchildren will one day most likely to die and remain dead. His frustration at this outpouring was palpable and I experienced a moment of discomfort with his reaction. Not a week later,
O5-2 received a message of serious breach of protocol. Roger, or O5-11, initiated direct contact with the monkey in containment. For you L-3s, APE skips are apex-tier Pluripotent entities. I imagine you can explore the euphemism. We kept the initial investigation away from the books. He was clever at hiding the trail - there was no
breakthrough alarm, there were no meeting records in any diary - but one of the guards dropped a random amnesty test (on his fear), and that was enough of a clue on which we could set our bloodswoules. We couldn't prove it, but we imagined he risked exposure skipping to offer something Arrangement. That couldn't stand it. As two of
his oldest teammates, we faced the O5-2 in private today. But he caught us unhinged because he confessed to us all and asked us for help. I vehied his actions with care as a precaution; The easiest thing to do is just repeat it for you now. I didn't dare talk about it at first. He would never let me out of my hold. The truth is, I was aware of
that. Probably at first there was a sweet oblivious, like a deep sleep; But in a back, I don't think it was more than a day. Slowly but unmissablely, I recapited the corpse with a dreamful consciousness: numb for the first hours of grace, blind, deaf, and irrelevant, and then I felt like I reconnected with every nerve, and realized every feeling -
more than I've ever been in my life. I perceived myself trapped in a real estate object, and the intensity of the fight was poostrela: subtle, then acute, then racking. I can't describe it completely - but imagine to hold your breath, beyond necessity, beyond pain, beyond despair - the flicker of the head and the bulging of the eyes - the dream of
suffocation without end. My skin is mehuah and split in sunlight; The biting insects descended quickly. I felt the eggs hatching, the larvae crawling, the gases build and they bloom inside me, the individual cells bloom, the interstitial fluids fluctuate and they're enlittered. Somehow, I grew the ability to experience and save these sensations -
even when I realized that my cerebrum was distracted and greedy, my perception shoved into the stomachs of birds and the depths of the fiery dens. I was aware of all the nails and strands of hair that retreated in the wind - and my feeling clung to them as they settled in the ocean and dissolved into a slight trillion diatoms. I don't
understand. The more I was, the greater my ability to sense pain. When I fell into pieces smaller than living nerves, I could separate, the character of discomfort changed - from burning and side-by-side and breaking, which could burn you in human terms - to something worse that I can't fully articulate: the terrible, angrily stretching every
part of yourself from every other part of myself. People often get numb with chronic pain in their lives, don't they? And yet every year, every month, every second that has passed - I swear, after a while, it's just a shot. In a previous life, I was eroping in heaven and hell, and the likelihood of experiencing one, the other, or something in
between. As terrible as I imagined the torpor of heaven or the hellish torment, it was completely different from the two. In Hell, at least there would be a tormentor, some memory of my works, some sense of justice, even if my soul rejected her logic. I can imagine the consolation in hell, for a mind like mine. I don't think that's punishment. I
don't think it's the cause. I deeply suspect that this is our condition, our nature. Go over here, see? In all this time, I was completely alone, and a while ago, all the memory of life was lost in the ashes, lost under my utter torment. Once again alive, I suspect I can't quite remember the worst - as if my living brain was too young to experience.
As supervisors, we are witnessing, referring to or suffering great suffering. What's waiting for us is worse, the way the ear is worse than the brick, the way the frost is worse than the burn. I've been dead for 18 years, and my misery is slipping away. Do we dare coma to the collective agony of the Legion of the Ancient Dead? Believe this: I
will not return to this existential existence. 100 years from now. Yes, I approached Ahriman for help. I'm sure he could spread us all if he wanted to. I offered him a big concession from the foundation, even, perhaps, a release. But he laughed and refused. But I am thinking of others who have been willing to trade on a smaller scale, even
though the price may be almost like - no. Nothing compares. Everything's better as long as it's forever. Do you believe me? Do you join me and escape this fate together? Please! We were stupid. And suddenly: compassion. And a moment later: fear. I can't remember the last time I felt a heart race. But we don't work in a sucker. A
revelation of this size must be brought before the Council for consideration. He was uninst enough to admit his deception before the Council, but he was clearly desperate to act too. We controlled him to get the immediate seat into the teleconference. I knew anything would be less treason. Even so, as all three of us rushed into the Alpha
conference room, I suddenly found myself hiding sophisticated thoughts about - and so he gave his testimony again - almost as openly and quite prosaically as before. But the debate that unfolded after that? I've never seen anything like it. At first, they were mostly skeptical voices: calm, anxious and thoughtful. However, the O5-8, whose
face became increasingly pale as she listened to him, was suddenly passionate about the action. Human death must be declared keter scp, she demanded, and hold her at all costs. This absurdity has, of course, caused a sou loss. But Roger now had a confident ally, and this prompted him to shout at others to add even darker details
about the intensity of his endeaulytics. Recordings I can't repeat. Sensations I can't think. I feel... Lightheaded. O5-2, always a moderate influence, suggested that we inhale and collect, then -3 suddenly move to order an immediate systematic suspension of dangerous skips to better protect ourselves and others. O5-6 superiors, but before
it could be put to the vote, -13 suddenly pressed the chest in a paroxymal panic and was assessed by his technician when his feed is suddenly cut out. When the fracas got to boiling point, it was -10, I mean, who was next sure. Oh! Is belief the key? I — I — It... ... It doesn't matter. In any case, -10 started pounding the shoe on the table
and shouting that we must dig the channel from the source of Astrahan to the Mediterranean must to strengthen all humanity. That was enough. Suddenly, the O5-1 silenced us and stood, red-faceed and chilling. Whatever the truth of the O5-11 experience, she said, it's clear that we've lost all the reasons. There is only one possible
explanation for this. I therefore declare the Emergency Protocol on 17 December 2008 a protocol on the emergency of the European Community. Stay where you are; We're all going to have a Class A amnesty except you, Roger. We made a big mistake when we took you out of containment, and that's going to fix it. She directed the
administrative assistant to take action, but before he could lock the conference room from which we were -2, -11, Roger had already unlocked the door. I chased him in an instant and almost crushed the barrier when it slammed into place. I wanted to stop him - I mean - and now I was outside the safe room too - but he was already out of
sight. Superlative idiot! They couldn't see me, they couldn't hear me, they couldn't know that I wanted to go back inside, how badly I wanted to inhale the red gas, which was definitely already streaming into the room on the other side. One moment of ill-judgment and my fate is closed. And now that I know what's in store, what's left to do? I
ran to the aid counter. Enough help, huh? For that, my last act. I love the Foundation as I love my daughter. I'm doing this for the safety and security of humanity. And so I ask you: you must not delete this – gnoze – but must not forget. That's not containment. This is madness. Bring us back. Get us out of here. I'm so scared. What's wrong
with me? I — &lt;door bursting= open=&gt; &lt;automatic gunfire= from= three= distinct= sources=&gt;Clear! Clear! Clear. Damn this job. Break the Oscars fast, Sergeant. We still have one. What &amp;site breach= alarm= sounds=&gt;now? Specialist, talk to me. Mr! I'm getting a report of Keter's intrusion into the AR-II compound. Hell!
Two dirty Oscars, and now the old man's out there? That's a shitty sandwich, sir! Hold that chatter, Sergeant. Negative on the run 1-0-6, sir. I'm getting the details, say it again, please, it's the other way around. The other Oscar went in, sir. He came in. Hell, he did! The procedure requires that it be treated as a kia, a specialist. Then let's
end up here. Mr? Oscar had recording equipment. He's still running. For love of it, turn it off, Sergeant! Turn it off now! Specialist, bring a team&lt;/site&gt; &lt;/automatic&gt; &lt;/door&gt; for sound hazard.
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